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SeMSy® Messenger Process
HEMISPHERE® SeMSy® Messenger Process for the distribution of messages and  
information via a chat between HEMISPHERE® SeMSy® Workstations

Function
The SeMSy® Messenger Process offers a chat function for sending 
text messages as well as the possibility to share content via SeMSy® 
links. This allows operators to quickly and easily exchange informa-
tion with users on other workstations.

Text Messages
Operators of different workstations can communicate via text  
messages in chats at any time.

Make Content Available
Content (events) and cameras can easily be made available to users 
at other workstations via drag&drop. These are moved from the  
respective source applications (“Alarm-Inbox”, “Event-Inbox”, “Backup”, 
“Navigator”, “Surveillance” etc.) into the required chat and converted 
into a SeMSy® Link. By clicking on a SeMSy® Link, a recipient can 
then open the respective content in the corresponding application 
on his workstation.

Share Split Layouts
Single splits with active cameras or complete “Surveillance” tab  
layouts can also be shared with operators. The corresponding 
“SeMSy® Link” is simply posted in messenger chats and recipients 
activate the content immediately on their workstation.

Individual Chats And Group Communication
The Messenger app offers the possibility to chat directly with  
contacts or to create a group of any number of users. Memberships 
are managed by a group administrator.

Notifications
The application has an individually configurable notification system 
that can signal the receipt of a message through sound, desktop 
pop-ups and icon badges. In addition, messages in chats can be 
categorized in their importance by a colored criticality system.

The HEMISPHERE® SeMSy® Video Management System combines the proven concept of its predecessors with new dynamics and  
flexibility. The optimized license model with administration on the central HEMISPHERE® Backbone Server allows a simple, fast  
and secure adaptation and expansion of the entire system during operation. 

License B A P E
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License for the use of the Messenger Process on one workstation  
(1× license for HEMISPHERE® Site Dongle) ☐ ☐ ☑ ☑

☐ Not included in the Basic, Advanced, Professional or Enterprise function package of the HEMISPHERE® SeMSy® Workstation Software
☑ Included in the Basic, Advanced, Professional or Enterprise function package of the HEMISPHERE® SeMSy® Workstation Software


